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Abstract
Particle-laden flows in a vertical channel were simulated using an Eulerian–Eulerian,
Anisotropic Gaussian (EE-AG) model. Two sets of cases varying the overall mass load-
ing were done using particle sizes corresponding to either a large or small Stokes
number. Primary and turbulent statistics were extracted from these results and com-
pared with counterparts collected from Eulerian–Lagrangian (EL) simulations. The sta-
tistics collected from the small Stokes number particle cases correspond well
between the two models, with the EE-AG model replicating the transition observed
using the EL model from shear-induced turbulence to relaminarization to cluster-
induced turbulence as the mass loading increased. The EE-AG model was able to cap-
ture the behavior of the EL simulations only at the largest particle concentrations
using the large Stokes particles. This is due to the limitations involved with employing
a particle-phase Eulerian model (as opposed to a Lagrangian representation) for a
spatially intermittent system that has a low particle number concentration.
1 | INTRODUCTION
Particle-laden flows are pervasive throughout the natural and indus-
trial world. Modeling particle-laden flows is of major interest in devel-
oping a better understanding of these systems and, in an industrial
context, improving process optimization, troubleshooting, and scale-
up. There has been a variety of approaches to modeling these systems
including direct numerical simulation (DNS), Eulerian–Lagrangian
(EL) simulation, and Eulerian–Eulerian (EE) simulation.1-7 One major
challenge in doing so involves not only successfully resolving the fea-
tures present but also doing so in a way that is computationally feasi-
ble and efficient.8,9 With that in mind, the purpose of this study is to
evaluate the ability of an EE-anisotropic Gaussian (EE-AG) model10-12
to reproduce the results of particle-laden channel flow modeled using
an EL model.3 Turbulent statistics and terms for both the particle and
fluid phases corresponding to the Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes
equations derived in Fox13 are extracted from the results for different
mass loadings and compared. Accurately obtaining these turbulent
statistics is necessary for the future development of turbulent trans-
port parameters (e.g., turbulent viscosity) in turbulence models based
on Reynolds averaging. In prior work,12,14 the applicability of the EE-
AG model to reproduce EL turbulence statistics for statistically homo-
geneous particle-laden flows with cluster-induced turbulence (CIT)
has been demonstrated. In comparison, the turbulent channel flow
investigated in this work is considerably more challenging due to the
walls,15 resulting in a spatial dependence of the turbulence statistics
in the wall-normal direction.
EL simulations involve the tracking of individual particles while
treating the fluid phase surrounding the particles as a continuum.3
Special modeling considerations must be taken when using an EL
model accounting for the volume of the particles in the fluid, inter-
particle collisions, and interphase interactions between the particles
Abbreviations: CIT, cluster-induced turbulence; CFD, computation fluid dynamics; DNS,
direct numerical simulation; EE-AG, Euler–Euler anisotropic Gaussian; EL, Euler–Lagrange;
RSM, Reynolds stress model.
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and fluid.3,16,17 EL methods have successfully modeled a wide variety
of particle-laden system including fluidized beds, vertical channel
risers, sprays, and impinging jets.3 One practical limitation to the use
of EL models is the large computational cost involved in systems con-
taining high concentrations of particles due to the shear number of
individual particles that must be tracked. Furthermore, parallelization
issues can arise in systems that feature a significant amount of maldis-
tribution in the particle phase such as in CIT.12 In those cases, the bulk
of the computational load is imbalanced toward the particular proces-
sors responsible for solving the governing equations in the portions of
the system geometry that include the clusters. Most importantly,
tracking and obtaining accurate turbulent statistics from EL data
requires strenuous post-processing.15,18 This is especially true for the
particle phase, which inherently has problems in areas such as in near-
wall regions where there are consistently not enough particles present
over a reasonable amount of modeling time to obtain accurate
statistics.
By treating the particle phase as another continuous phase, EE
simulations are able to alleviate some of the drawbacks present in EL
models.19 The primary trade-offs are the modeling considerations that
must be addressed to handle the effects of physical phenomena such
as particle collisions and interphase drag. Like EL simulations, EE simu-
lations have been successfully implemented to model a variety of
particle-laden flows. A key assumption in previous models with an
Eulerian particle phase is that the particle-phase velocity distribution
is nearly Maxwellian.12 This assumption is most valid for near-zero
Knudsen number systems such as fluidized beds where particles are
densely packed and highly collisional. The assumption makes it so that
physical phenomena such as significant particle-phase velocity anisot-
ropy and particle trajectory crossing cannot be accounted for.20 Fail-
ing to capture this results in the spontaneous development of clusters
even in highly dilute systems that are not replicated in EL model-
ing.12,14 One method that has been developed to remedy this issue
that has been demonstrated in previous work involves considering the
particle-phase velocity fluctuations as an anisotropic Gaussian distri-
bution.12,14 This EE-AG model is used in this study to compare with
EL simulation results. It is noteworthy that the anisotropic Gaussian
distribution captures particle-phase velocity anisotropy but not parti-
cle trajectory crossing. For the latter, at least a third-order velocity
moment closure is required.8
In this work, we consider a vertical particle-laden channel flow
spanning from dilute to moderately dense in terms of the number con-
centration. Our previous work15 demonstrated the transition from
pure-fluid turbulent channel flow to a state of CIT as more particles
are added to increase the mass loading. CIT occurs when the turbu-
lence in the fluid phase is governed primarily by the presence of clus-
ters in the particle phase.21 These clusters first originate from
interphase momentum coupling resulting from any significant mean
velocity difference between the fluid and particle phases and are
sustained by the CIT in the fluid phase.14,18 Prior to this work, most
studies on wall-bounded particle-laden flows involve only dilute sys-
tems where CIT is absent due to weak interphase momentum cou-
pling. In those studies, the fluid-phase turbulence is governed
primarily though mean-shear production as what occurs in pure-fluid
flow in a channel at high Reynolds number.22 In our prior work on
particle-laden channel flow at significant mass loading,23,24 the chan-
nel Reynolds number was too low to observe transitions between CIT
and fully developed turbulence. Here, our primary interest is whether
the EE-AG model can reproduce the turbulence statistics found in the
EL simulations for the same high-Reynolds-number channel flow
investigated in Capecelatro et al.15 For such cases, the computational
cost is significant due to the grid requirements needed to resolve the
turbulent boundary layers at the walls.22
The remainder of this work is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we briefly review the EL and EE-AG models developed in our prior
work. More details can be found in the literature.3,12 Of particular
importance are the near-wall boundary conditions for the particle-
phase moments described in Section 2.3. In Section 3, the EE-AG sim-
ulation algorithm implemented in OpenFOAM, an open-sourced CFD
package,25 is described for the vertical channel flow case investigated
in Ref. [15] where details on the EL simulations can be found. The
detailed comparison of the turbulence statistics found from the two
different modeling approaches is presented in Section 4. Conclusions
are drawn in the eponymous Section 5.
2 | GOVERNING EQUATIONS AND
METHODS
This section briefly summarizes the equations used in the EL and EE-
AG simulations applied in this study. The EL model is solved in the
NGA environment,3,26 while the EE-AG model is solved in the
OpenFOAM environment.12
2.1 | Eulerian–Lagrangian model
The fluid-phase equations for the EL model are based on the conser-
vation of mass and momentum for a continuous fluid phase derived
from a volume-filtering approach originally developed by Anderson
and Jackson.27 With the application of a volume filtering with a kernel
H(|x|) over a volume of fluid V f
α fa =H× a=
ð
V f
a yð ÞH x−yj jð Þdy ð1Þ
any point variable represented as a such as phase velocity, pressure,
or force can be replaced by a smoothed, locally filtered volume field.3
The fluid-phase continuity equation using these filtered variables is
∂
∂t
α fρ f +r α fρ f U f
 
=0 ð2Þ
where αf is the fluid-phase volume fraction and U f is the filtered fluid-
phase velocity. The fluid phase is assumed to be incompressible with
a constant density of ρf. The conservation of momentum equation is
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∂
∂t
α fρ f U f
 
+r α fρ f U fU f
 
=rτ f + α fρ fg+FU−F interphase ð3Þ
where τ f is the total stress tensor, g is the gravitational acceleration,
FU is the subgrid stress, and F interphase is the interphase momentum
exchange. The viscous component of the total stress tensor and the
residual viscous stress are modeled using a gradient-viscosity model,
τ f = −P f I+ ν f,effectiveð rU f + rU f
 >− 23 r U f I  , where P f is
the fluid-phase pressure and νf, effective is the effective fluid-phase vis-
cosity.12 The effect of the residual viscous stress term is rolled up into
the effective viscosity using the fluidized bed model from Gibilaro
et al., ν f,effective = ν fα−2:8f , where νf is the viscosity for the fluid
phase.28 The subgrid stress term in the CIT regime is often
neglected.29
The interphase momentum exchange term is developed through
putting the total force of the fluid acting upon each particle through




H× f ið Þinterphase ð4Þ
where f ið Þinterphase is the force of the fluid acting upon a single particle
i and np is the total number of particles.
29 This is approximated by
f ið Þinterphase =Vprτ f

x ið Þp
+ f ið Þdrag ð5Þ
where Vp is the particle volume and f
ið Þ
drag is the drag acting upon a sin-
gle particle i. The latter is modeled using a Stokes drag law
f ið Þdrag =










where m ið Þp and U
ið Þ
p are the mass and velocity of a particle i, respec-
tively, and τp is the Stokes drag timescale. The latter is defined as
τp = d
2
pρp= 18ν fρ f
 
, where dp is the mean particle diameter.
30
For the particle phase, the displacement of each particle is calcu-
lated using a balance based on Newton's second law of motion with











where f ið Þcollisions is the collisional source term.
3 Two types of particle–
particle interactions are applied in this model,
f ið Þcollisions =
X
j





where f i,jð Þnormal is the normal collision force and f
i,jð Þ
friction is the tangential
collision force involving interparticle friction between a particle i and
another particle j. The Cundall and Strack soft-sphere approach is
applied for the normal force term













where kn is the normal spring stiffness parameter, δ
i,jð Þ
n is the overlap
between particles i and j, n i,jð Þn is the normal unit vector between the
two particles, ηn is the normal dampening parameter, U
i,jð Þ
p,n is the rela-
tive normal velocity between the two particles, d(i,j) is the distance
between the centers of the two particles, r(i) is the radius of a particle,
and λ is the force range parameter.31 The van der Hoef et al. model9 is
applied for the frictional model





p,t ≤ μt j f i,jð Þnormal j
−μt j f i,jð Þnormal j otherwise
(
ð10Þ
where kt is the tangential spring stiffness parameter, δt is the tangen-
tial displacement, ηt is the tangential dampening parameter, U
i,jð Þ
p,t is the
relative tangential velocity between the two particles, and μt is the
tangential friction coefficient. The angular momentum of each particle,
ω ið Þp , is calculated by taking the cross product of the position vector














10 is the particle momentum of inertia.
2.2 | Eulerian–Eulerian anisotropic Gaussian model
As in the EL model, the fluid-phase equations for the EE-AG model











ρ fα fU f
 
+r ρ fα fU fU f
 
=rα fτ f + ρ fα fg−
ρpαp
τp
U f −Upð Þ
ð13Þ
to solve for the fluid-phase volume fraction and velocity profiles,
respectively, where Uf and Up are the fluid and particle velocity fields,
respectively. The total stress tensor, τf, uses an identical gradient-
viscosity model as that applied in the EL model, where
τ f = −P f I+ ν f,effectiveð rU f + rU fð Þ>− 23 rU fð ÞI
 
. The contribu-
tion from fluid-phase normal stresses such as buoyancy is neglected
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in this work due to ρ fρp < <1. The Gibilaro et al. model
28 is likewise used
for the effective viscosity.
The equations for the particle phase solved in the EE-AG model
are derived from the first three low-order moments of the particle
velocity normal distribution function: M0p = ρpαp, M
1
p = ρpαpUp and
M2p = ρpαp UpUp +Ppð Þ .12 The zeroth-order moment transport equa-








where αp is the particle-phase volume fraction and ρp is the bulk den-
sity of the particle phase.






+rρpαp UpUp +Pp +Gpð Þ= ρpαpg+
ρpαp
τp
U f −Upð Þ
ð15Þ
where Pp is the particle-pressure tensor and Gp is the collisional flux
tensor. The latter is derived using Enskog–Boltzmann kinetic theory
Gp = 45ηcαpg0 3ΘpI+2Ppð Þ , where ηc = 12 1 + ecð Þ is derived from ec, the
collisional restitution coefficient, g0 is the particle radial distribution
function, and Θp is the granular temperature.
32 The particle-pressure
tensor can be found inside the definition of the second-order particle-
phase velocity moments.
The transport equation for the second-order moment can be




















where kp, cond is the granular conductivity, τc is the collisional time-
scale, and Δ* is the collisional energy source term. The granular con-
ductivity is modeled as kp, cond = νp/Prp, where νp = 2.0/(cc(1 + ec)
2) is
the particle-phase turbulent viscosity, Prp = (16 − 11ec)/(15 − 5ec) is
the particle-phase Prandtl number, and cc is the interparticle collision
frequency coefficient.24 Both the collisional timescale and collisional
energy source term are developed from a linearized Bhatnagar–
Gross–Krook (BGK) inelastic collision model.33 The BGK collisional








and the BGK collisional
energy source term is Δ* = η2cΘpI+ 1−ηcð Þ2Pp.
2.3 | EE-AG wall boundary conditions
A no-slip boundary condition is applied at the walls in solving the
fluid-phase momentum transport equation in (13). The inlet and outlet
boundaries are cyclically periodic for all fluid and particle quantities.
The pressure gradient in the fluid-phase momentum transport equa-
tion is adjusted to maintain an average fluid-phase velocity over the
inlet and outlet boundary at the channel velocity parameter specified
in Table 1.
The wall boundaries for the particle-phase volume fraction,
momentum, and pressure tensor in (14), (15), and (16) use a flux
reflection model at the wall.34 In this model, a flux is developed from
the wall in opposition to the flux going to the wall taking into account
the particular physical properties of a wall–particle collision present in
a given system. The particle velocity moment fluxes of order n coming























is the moment generation function for the particle
velocity reflection distribution coming from the wall surface, Sw , and
nw is the wall-normal direction vector. The moment generating func-






















ϕs is the tunable specularity factor that can be adjusted to balance
the contribution of both components of a particle hitting the wall. The
















is the incoming velocity distribution at the wall and ew
is the wall restitution coefficient. In this work, only the specular-
TABLE 1 Geometrical and phase parameters employed in
simulations15
Parameter Value
Spanwise length (x) 0.054 (m)
Wall-normal length (y) 0.036 (m)
Streamwise length (z) 0.36 (m)
Fluid-phase density ρf 1 (kg/m
3)
Fluid-phase viscosity νf 1.8 × 10
−5 (m2/s)
Particle density ρp 2000 (kg/m
3)
Small particle diameter dp 45 μm
Large particle diameter dp 144 μm
Particle restitution coefficient ec 0.85
Wall restitution coefficient ew 0.99
Particle–wall specularity factor ϕs 0
Channel velocity Uf, mean 5.02 (m/s)
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reflection component of particle–wall collisions is considered and thus
the specularity factor is set at zero and the diffusive-reflection com-
ponent is neglected. For the zeroth-order particle velocity moment
applicable to the particle continuity equation in (14), the flux reflec-
tion model results in a zero-gradient boundary condition.
In addition to the flux refection model at the wall boundary, sub-
particle-diameter flux blending is applied near the wall boundary for
the particle volume fraction, momentum, and pressure. This is done
through amalgamating the fluxes of a specified number of highly
refined cells close to the wall boundary (which are small relative to
the particle diameter as seen in Figure 1), effectively creating a single
larger cell out of smaller ones. This method contrasts with that found
in Ref. [35] such that the geometric integrity of the system is
maintained rather than shifting the wall fluxes outside of highly
refined cells. The impetus for this is the large gradient in particle pres-
sure present in the near-wall region that is exacerbated by the small
size of the near-wall cells. This results in a large gradient for the gran-
ular temperature in the near-wall region as seen in Figure 1. While
maintaining the original refinement resulted in better correspondence
with EL data in the near-wall region in regard to the particle velocity,
the large granular temperature gradient significantly limits the size of
the timestep, especially for the large Stokes number particle cases.
With the application of near-wall blending, the timestep increased by
an order of magnitude for all mass loadings and particle sizes.
3 | SIMULATION ALGORITHM AND
PARAMETERS
The geometry used in the simulations is the rectangular vertical channel
from Ref. [15]. The dimensions of the channel and their corresponding
labels are detailed in Table 1. Both EE-AG and EL cases use identical
spacing in the streamwise and spanwise dimensions and near-wall
refinement in the wall-normal dimension based on the work of Kim
et al.22 The grid points in the wall-normal dimension normalized by the
channel width, yj, grid, are defined as y j,grid =
1





j = Ny, Ny−1, Ny−2, …, 1 and Ny is the total number of grid points in
the wall-normal direction. As discussed in Ref. [15] and shown in
Figure 1, the near-wall grid spacing required to resolve the turbulent
channel flow is significantly smaller than the particle diameter.
The solution algorithm for the EE-AG model is summarized in the
following steps:
1 Initialization of all moments and variables.
2 The timestep is computed based on the CFL condition as applied in





j ~uα j ,
Δy









jU f,x j ,
Δy







min τc,τpð Þ ð20Þ
where Ω is the computational domain, CCFL is the CFL number, and
~uα, ~vα , and ~wα are the particle-phase velocity abscissas.
3 Particle-phase moment fluxes are computed at all surfaces and are
used to update the corresponding variables, αp, Up, and Pp.
4 The updated Up and Pp variables are corrected by the application
of the collisional terms rρpαpGp and 2ρpαpτc Δ*−Pp
 
, respectively.
5 The updated Up and Pp variables are further corrected by the




U f −Upð Þ and − 2ρpαpτp Pp, respectively.
6 All particle-phase moments are updated with the corrected values
of Up and Pp.
7 The fluid-phase momentum transport equation from (13), Uf, is
constructed as a semi-discretized equation separating diagonal and
off-diagonal elements,
U f = λ f H+ ρ fα fg+KdragUp−rP f
  ð21Þ
where λ f = +Kdrag
 −1
is the inverse of the sum of the diagonal
coefficients  and the overall drag coefficient Kdrag =
ρpαp
τp
and H is the
off-diagonal contributions to the fluid-phase equation.
8 The fluid-phase pressure-gradient equation is constructed using
the fluid-phase velocity fluxes on each cell surface S,
F IGURE 1 Left: particle cross-section
superimposed on near-wall grid. Blending is
applied in the region shaded in green. Right:
comparison of the granular temperature with
and without near-wall blending applied at
ML = 1 with small Stokes particles [Color
figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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α fλ fð Þface j S jr⊥P f = −
dαp
dt
+ α f,face λ fHð Þface S

+ λ f,faceρ fα f,faceg S+ λ f,face KdragUp
 
face SÞ ð22Þ
develops the fluid-phase pressure field and its result is applied to
update the fluid-phase velocity field.
9 Iterate steps 7 and 8 until the fluid-phase pressure converges.
10 Advance in time and repeat from step 2 until the solution is
complete.
Table 1 contains the parameters for the fluid and particle phases
used in the simulations.15 The two particle diameters correspond to
flow with a Stokes number of 1.74 for the smaller particle diameter,
and 17.86 for the larger particle diameter. The overall concentration
of particles for each case is adjusted to achieve a specific mass load-
ing, defined by φ = ρpαp/ρfαf. The cases for the small Stokes number
particles include mass loadings of 0.2, 1, 2, and 4. For the large Stokes
number particles, the cases are 0.2, 1, 2, 4, and 10. The lower mass
loading ceiling for the small Stokes number particle cases is a result of
the computational cost for the EL simulation becoming too costly with
the number of particles that must be tracked at larger mass loadings.
The 0.2 mass loading case corresponds to a particle count of 1.47 mil-
lion using small Stokes number particles versus 44.8 thousand using
large Stokes particles. An additional particle-free pure-fluid case was
also done. All wall-normal profiles displayed in this work are averaged
spatially in both the spanwise and streamwise directions and tempo-
rally over 1 s of real time. Velocity statistics for both phases are nor-
malized using the overall fluid channel velocity Uf, mean = 5.02 m/s.
Reynolds stresses are normalized using the turbulent kinetic energy, kf
or kp, respective to their phase. Volume fraction profiles are normal-
ized by the mean volume fraction of the channel for that respective
case, αp, mean. Fluid-phase turbulent kinetic energy and particle-phase
correlated turbulent kinetic energy and uncorrelated fluctuating
kinetic energy are normalized using the square of the overall fluid
channel velocity, U2f,mean = 25:22 m
2=s2 . Fluid-phase turbulent stress
production and dissipation terms, as well as fluid-phase drag produc-
tion and exchange terms, are normalized by gravitational acceleration
multiplied by the overall fluid channel velocity, gzUf, mean = 49.23
m2/s3.
4 | RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1 | Pure-fluid case
For modeling pure-fluid channel flow, the mass conservation and
Navier–Stokes equations in (2) for the EL model and (13) for the EE-
AG model are identical. The only difference is that the EL model is
solved using the NGA environment and the EE-AG is solved in
OpenFOAM. Figure 2 compares the streamwise velocity of the EE-AG
and EL models as well as the Reynolds-stress components and turbu-
lent kinetic energy in a pure-fluid channel. The fluid-phase velocity is
developed from Equations (2) and (13), respectively, for the EL and
EE-AG models. The fluid-phase Reynolds stresses and turbulent
kinetic energy are extracted from these fluid-phase velocity statistics.
The pure-fluid mean velocity profiles of the EL and EE-AG models
demonstrate good agreement. The Reynolds stresses, on the other
hand, display minor deviations between the two simulation codes,
especially toward the center of the channel. The EE-AG code shows
more anisotropy toward the streamwise direction, with the wall-
normal and spanwise turbulent components being more prominent in
the EL code. The fluid kinetic energy of the EE-AG model also over-
predicts that observed in the EL model. Nonetheless, the pure-fluid
comparisons give us confidence that the two codes are capturing cor-
rectly the turbulent channel flow and, thus, can be employed for com-
parisons between the EE an EL approaches for particle-laden flows.
4.2 | Small Stokes number particles
Figures 3–6 show the mean velocities and Reynolds-stress and
particle-pressure components for all cases using particles
corresponding to the smaller Stokes number. It also includes a com-
parison of the fluid-phase, the correlated particle-phase turbulent
kinetic energy, and the uncorrelated particle-phase fluctuating kinetic
energy. The particle-phase velocity is developed from Equations (7)
and (15) for the EL and EE-AG models, respectively. For both models,
the particle-phase Reynolds stresses and correlated turbulent kinetic
energy are extracted from the particle-phase velocity statistics. For
the EL model, the uncorrelated particle-phase fluctuating kinetic
energy is also extracted from the particle-phase velocity statistics.
The EE-AG model computes the uncorrelated particle-phase fluctuat-
ing kinetic energy in Equation (16). With the exception of the mass
loading of 4 case in Figure 6, there is good agreement between EL
and EE-AG results for the fluid and particle velocities. The significant
difference seen in the mass loading of 4 case is attributed to a particu-
lar parameter deviation in the execution of the EL model where a
slower overall channel velocity of 4.24 (m/s) was applied rather than
the intended value of 5.02 (m/s). The result was that the velocity pro-
file of the EL is much more laminar in shape. While this deviation
makes the statistics for the respective EL and EE-AG mass loading of
4 cases unsuitable for direct comparison, it is still useful as a means to
reference the general trends in the turbulent behavior.
The lowest particle mass loading in Figure 3 demonstrates the
similar kind of deviations of the Reynolds stresses seen in the pure-
fluid case in Figure 2. As more particles are applied, the Reynolds
stresses become more anisotropic and display almost perfect agree-
ment between the two models in Figures 4 and 5. The agreement is
maintained in Figure 6 despite the differing channel velocity. The
particle-phase Reynolds stresses in Figures 3–6 show consistently
good agreement between the EE-AG and EL models at all mass load-
ings. On the other hand, the EE-AG model for the lower mass loading
cases underpredicts the uncorrelated kinetic energy of the particle
phase near the wall. This may be an undesirable side effect of the
near-wall blending operation used to increase the time step. Recall,
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however, that the EL prediction for the particle-phase kinetic energy
is most accurate for the sum of the correlated and uncorrelated com-
ponents because the individual components are found by a filtering
operation.36
The reason behind the change toward anisotropic behavior for
increasing mass loading is a direct result of how turbulence changes
as more particles are present in the flow.15 Figures 7 and 8 show the
major fluid-phase streamwise source and sink terms extracted from
the respective fluid-phase velocity in the EE-AG and EL results. As
the concentration of particles increases in Figure 7, the production
of turbulent kinetic energy shifts from classical velocity-gradient-
driven production to production dominated by drag. This drag is sig-
nificant only in the streamwise direction, resulting in the progression
to anisotropy seen in Figures 3–6. With this change, the dissipation
of fluid-phase turbulent kinetic energy shifts in Figure 8 from fluid-
phase dissipation to interphase drag exchange to the particle phase.
It is due to the latter mechanism that CIT appears at higher mass
loadings.
The effects of this transition can be observed directly in the EE-
AG results through examining instantaneous profiles of the
streamwise velocity and solid fraction in Figure 9. In these plots, areas
of relatively high particle-phase concentration are superimposed onto
the instantaneous fluid-phase velocity profiles. These clusters are
identified for each case as cells where the particle volume fraction is
more than 1.75 times the mean particle-phase volume fraction. In the
low mass loading case in Figure 9a, even the areas with relatively large
particle concentration do not have much of an effect on the turbulent
behavior of the fluid phase. As more particles are applied as seen in
Figure 9b,c, the fluid behavior visibly laminarizes as the turbulent
instabilities seen in the most dilute case become absent. This is caused
by more of the fluid-phase turbulent kinetic energy being transferred
to the particle phase. At the larger mass loading for the small Stokes
number particles in Figure 9d, the fluid-phase velocity demonstrates a
significant correlation with the distribution of the particle-phase, mov-
ing slower within areas of greater particle concentration. This corre-
sponds with a key characteristic of sustained CIT where the fluid
F IGURE 2 Pure-fluid case
comparison of EE-AG and EL data.
Streamwise components (z or zz) for
the EE-AG and EL cases are
denoted, respectively, as ( ) and
( ), wall-normal components (yy)
as ( ) and ( ), spanwise
components (xx) as ( ) and ( ),
and shear components (yz) as ( )
and ( ). Fluid-phase turbulent
kinetic energy is denoted as ( )
and ( ) [Color figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
F IGURE 3 ML = 0.2 case
comparison of EE-AG and EL data
using small Stokes number particles.
Streamwise components (z or zz) for
the EE-AG and EL cases are denoted,
respectively, as ( ) and ( ),
wall-normal components (yy) as ( )
and ( ), spanwise components (xx)
as ( ) and ( ), and shear
components (yz) as ( ) and ( ).
Fluid-phase turbulent kinetic energy
is denoted as ( ) and ( ),
correlated particle-phase turbulent
kinetic energy as ( ) and ( ),
and uncorrelated particle phase
fluctuating kinetic energy as ( )
and ( ) [Color figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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velocity within the vicinity of a cluster matches that of the cluster
itself.
The particle hold-up profiles in Figure 10 also demonstrate a tran-
sition in both the EE-AG and EL models where the particles redistrib-
ute from near the wall at the lowest mass loading to the center of the
channel as more particles are added. The particle-phase pressure ten-
sor profiles in Figures 3–6 show that both the EL and EE-AG model
maintain the anisotropy of the particle-phase pressure tensor at each
mass loading.
4.3 | Large Stokes number particles
Figure 11 shows the instantaneous fluid-phase velocity profiles over-
laid with the cells with 1.5 times the mean particle concentration for
the large Stokes particles. The streamwise fluid velocities for the
dilute cases in Figure 11a–c show no variation down the length of the
channel and with only minor variation in (d). The lack of fluid-phase
flow instabilities is in complete contrast to not only the small Stokes
particles at equivalent mass loadings in Figure 9 but also the pure-fluid
F IGURE 4 ML = 1 case
comparison of EE-AG and EL data
using small Stokes number particles.
Streamwise components (z or zz) for
the EE-AG and EL cases are denoted,
respectively, as ( ) and ( ),
wall-normal components (yy) as ( )
and ( ), spanwise components
(xx) as ( ) and ( ), and shear
components (yz) as ( ) and ( ).
Fluid-phase turbulent kinetic energy
is denoted as ( ) and ( ),
correlated particle-phase turbulent
kinetic energy as ( ) and ( ),
and uncorrelated particle phase
fluctuating kinetic energy as ( )
and ( ) [Color figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
F IGURE 5 ML = 2 case
comparison of EE-AG and EL data
using small Stokes number particles.
Streamwise components (z or zz) for
the EE-AG and EL cases are denoted,
respectively, as ( ) and ( ),
wall-normal components (yy) as ( )
and ( ), spanwise components (xx)
as ( ) and ( ), and shear
components (yz) as ( ) and ( ).
Fluid-phase turbulent kinetic energy
is denoted as ( ) and ( ),
correlated particle-phase turbulent
kinetic energy as ( ) and ( ),
and uncorrelated particle phase
fluctuating kinetic energy as ( )
and ( ) [Color figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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case. Additionally, particle clusters only appear at the highest mass
loading case in Figure 11e, indicating a high degree of uniformity of
the particle profile for the other cases. This is supported by the aver-
aged wall-normal particle volume fraction profiles in Figure 12 show-
ing that the particle profiles are nearly completely uniform at the
lowest mass loading cases. In contrast to the EE-AG model, the EL
simulations demonstrated fluid-phase turbulence at the lower mass
loading for the large Stokes particles.
At these greater mass loadings shown in Figures 13–15, the EE-
AG fluid-velocity gradient matches its EL counterpart quite well. How-
ever, the EE-AG particle-phase velocities include a wall-normal dip in
the near-wall region for each case that is absent from the EL results.
F IGURE 6 ML= 4 case
comparison of EE-AG and EL data
using small Stokes number particles.
Streamwise components (z or zz) for
the EE-AG and EL cases are denoted,
respectively, as ( ) and ( ),
wall-normal components (yy) as ( )
and ( ), spanwise components (xx)
as ( ) and ( ), and shear
components (yz) as ( ) and ( ).
Fluid-phase turbulent kinetic energy
is denoted as ( ) and ( ),
correlated particle-phase turbulent
kinetic energy as ( ) and ( ),
and uncorrelated particle phase
fluctuating kinetic energy as ( )
and ( ) [Color figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
F IGURE 7 Small Stokes fluid-phase streamwise Reynolds-stress
component major source terms comparison. ML = 0.2 cases are
denoted as ( ), ML = 1 cases are denoted as ( ), ML = 2 cases
are denoted as ( ), and ML = 4 cases are denoted as ( )
F IGURE 8 Small Stokes fluid-phase streamwise Reynolds-stress
component major sink terms comparison. ML = 0.2 cases are denoted
as ( ), ML = 1 cases are denoted as ( ), ML = 2 cases are
denoted as ( ), and ML = 4 cases are denoted as ( )
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At all mass loadings, the EE-AG model fluid-phase turbulence is highly
anisotropic while the EL model is only the same at the greater mass
loadings. The particle-phase turbulence is consistently anisotropic
between both models. The particle pressures in Figures 13–15 show
consistent agreement of highly anisotropic particle pressure in both
models.
The behavior of the EE-AG small mass loading cases using the
large Stokes particles at first appears to be a counterintuitive result
given both the small Stokes particle agreement and the interphase
momentum coupling terms in fluid-phase and particle-phase momen-
tum transport in (13) and (15), respectively. With large Stokes parti-
cles, the Stokes drag timescale is larger and allows for more
decoupling between the particle and fluid phases because of the
smaller drag momentum coupling term. Instead of the smaller term
freeing up the fluid phase to behave more like the pure-fluid case,
even an extremely small volume of large Stokes particles is able to
completely eliminate any significant wall-normal and spanwise flux
and the corresponding turbulence in those directions.
F IGURE 9 Instantaneous low Stokes EE-AG profiles of the
streamwise fluid-phase velocity overlaid with cells of particle volume
fraction greater than 1.5 the mean channel volume fraction at
(a) ML = 0.2, (b) ML = 1, (c) ML = 2, and (d) ML = 4 [Color figure can
be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
F IGURE 10 Small Stokes particle-phase volume fraction profiles
comparison. ML = 0.2 cases are denoted as ( ), ML = 1 cases are
denoted as ( ), ML = 2 cases are denoted as ( ), and ML = 4
cases are denoted as ( )
F IGURE 11 Instantaneous EE-AG large Stokes profiles of the
streamwise fluid-phase velocity overlaid with cells of particle volume
fraction greater than 1.5 the mean channel volume fraction
(a) ML = 0.2, (b) ML = 1, (c) ML = 2, (d) ML = 4, and (e) ML = 10 [Color
figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
F IGURE 12 Large Stokes particle-phase volume fraction profiles
comparison. ML = 0.2 cases are denoted as ( ), ML = 1 cases are
denoted as ( ), ML = 2 cases are denoted as ( ), ML = 4 cases
are denoted as ( ), and ML = 10 cases are denoted as ( )
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The key element to explaining this divergence is the ability of the
EL model to capture the specific local impact of each individual parti-
cle present in the system on the fluid phase that is absent in the EE-
AG model. The EE-AG model instead involves redistributing the
impact of those particles into a locally averaged drag term. The differ-
ence between these two approaches is greatest where there is only a
small particle number concentration. In the mass loading of 0.2 case
using large Stokes particles, for example, only a tiny fraction of the
31.6 million cells contain one of the 44.8 thousand particles. Under
these conditions, particle–particle collisions are rare, making the AG
distribution inaccurate for representing the particle velocity distribu-
tion. When the local averaging in the EE-AG model spreads out the
fluid–particle coupling too thin at lower large Stokes particle concen-
trations, this difference is observed in how the fluid-phase flow insta-
bilities are dampened due to the smaller drag term. With the greater
drag term present in the small Stokes particle cases at equivalent mass
loadings, any given tiny flow instability that develops into the charac-
teristic turbulent eddies and churning in the fluid phase is more readily
transferred via drag to the particle phase. The particle phase ends up
behaving much like the fluid phase in those cases and is itself
F IGURE 13 ML = 2 case
comparison of EE-AG and EL data
using large Stokes number particles.
Streamwise components (z or zz) for
the EE-AG and EL cases are denoted
respectively as ( ) and ( ),
wall-normal components (yy) as ( )
and ( ), spanwise components (xx)
as ( ) and ( ), and shear
components (yz) as ( ) and ( ).
Fluid-phase turbulent kinetic energy
is denoted as ( ) and ( ),
correlated particle-phase turbulent
kinetic energy as ( ) and ( ),
and uncorrelated particle phase
fluctuating kinetic energy as ( )
and ( ) [Color figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
F IGURE 14 ML = 4 case
comparison of EE-AG and EL data
using large Stokes number particles.
Streamwise components (z or zz) for
the EE-AG and EL cases are denoted,
respectively, as ( ) and ( ),
wall-normal components (yy) as ( )
and ( ), spanwise components
(xx) as ( ) and ( ), and shear
components (yz) as ( ) and ( ).
Fluid-phase turbulent kinetic energy
is denoted as ( ) and ( ),
correlated particle-phase turbulent
kinetic energy as ( ) and ( ),
and uncorrelated particle phase
fluctuating kinetic energy as ( )
and ( ) [Color figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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turbulently redistributed throughout the channel. But with the larger
particles, the tiny flow instabilities that initially occur in the fluid phase
have less leverage to coax the particle phase using the smaller drag
term to move along with it. At the smallest particle concentrations,
this results in all the acceleration from the tiny instabilities getting
wasted trying to move an uncooperative particle phase. This is why
the distribution of particles in those cases is so uniform. As the parti-
cle concentration is increased the fluid-phase drag term increases with
it, as do particle–particle collisions. This is why beginning with the
mass loading of 2 case, corresponding to a number density of
640 thousand m−3, there begins to be maldistribution in the particle
holdup profile as the instabilities finally begin to propagate through to
the particle phase.
5 | CONCLUSIONS
This study modeled gas–particle flow in a vertical channel15 using
both EL and EE-AG methodologies at a variety of dilute particle con-
centrations with particles that correspond to both large and small
Stokes numbers. Primary and second-order turbulent statistics were
extracted from all models and cases as a means of comparison. Using
the small Stokes particles, the EE-AG model was able to successfully
capture the behavior of the EL model. With the exception of the
4 mass loading case where there was a parameter deviation in the EL
model, the velocity, particle holdup, particle-pressure tensor, and
Reynolds stresses extracted from both models showed reasonably
good agreement. Minor differences may be attributed to the different
statistics extraction methodologies between EE-AG and EL models as
well as the contrasting solution methodology employed between the
NGA and OpenFOAM environments. Importantly, the EE-AG model
was able to capture the transition in the fluid-phase turbulence
observed in the EL results from fully developed turbulent flow to a
relaminarized flow regime to CIT as more and more particles were
added to the channel.15 From these results, the EE-AG model presents
itself as a promising alternative to the EL model for dilute systems
containing small Stokes particles, that is, when the particle number
concentration is large enough to warrant an Eulerian description.
The EE-AG model had far more mixed success in matching the EL
results when large Stokes particles were used in combination with
dilute conditions where particle–particle collision is infrequent. The
low mass loading cases for the EE-AG model, in particular, showed a
nearly uniform particle holdup profile and a flow regime absent of sig-
nificant flux in non-streamwise directions. Both of these observations
are inconsistent with EL results. This difference can be attributed to
the inability of the continuum drag model to describe the behavior of
systems that are only sparsely populated by particles, resulting in the
dampening of the formation of particle-phase instabilities. At larger
mass loadings, the system becomes spatially uniform enough to over-
come this dampening effect and the primary flow statistics for the EE-
AG model begin to agree much more with the EL results. Given that
the cases where this is a problem involve dilute concentrations of
large particles, this is not an issue in modeling these systems effi-
ciently given that EL models, in general, excel in modeling systems
under those conditions. These results indicate that the EE-AG model
may still offer a good alternative to EL modeling with large Stoke par-
ticles at larger mass loadings when the number of particles begins to
become too computationally costly for the EL model. A key point in
future work for both small and large Stokes particles involves explor-
ing these larger concentrations to check whether the EE-AG model is
capable of accurately capturing CIT and dense particulate flows
(e.g., fluidized beds), ideally with the aid of experimental data.
F IGURE 15 ML = 10 case
comparison of EE-AG and EL data
using large Stokes number particles.
Streamwise components (z or zz) for
the EE-AG and EL cases are denoted,
respectively, as ( ) and ( ),
wall-normal components (yy) as
( ) and ( ), spanwise
components (xx) as ( ) and ( ),
and shear components (yz) as ( )
and ( ). Fluid-phase turbulent
kinetic energy is denoted as ( )
and ( ), correlated particle-phase
turbulent kinetic energy as ( )
and ( ), and uncorrelated particle
phase fluctuating kinetic energy as
( ) and ( ) [Color figure can
be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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